Current Sensors Current Sensors
Currently deployed sensors excite the target and Currently deployed sensors excite the target and measure data along a single axis (typically measure data along a single axis (typically perpendicular to the ground) perpendicular to the ground) They excite only those modes They excite only those modes along the sensor axis along the sensor axis They measure only the component They measure only the component of the secondary field that is of the secondary field that is along the axis along the axis Some studies have shown multi Some studies have shown multi -angle illumination angle illumination of targets using sensors with multi of targets using sensors with multi -axis axis transmission improves discrimination performance transmission improves discrimination performance Next Next --Generation Sensors Generation Sensors Next Next -generation sensors will produce multi generation sensors will produce multi -axis axis vector or vector or gradiometric gradiometric measurements measurements Prototype GEM-3D
They will excite the modes They will excite the modes along each axis of the sensor along each axis of the sensor They will measure the They will measure the components of the secondary components of the secondary field that are along each axis field that are along each axis of the sensor of the sensor Intend to measure data at the scheduled positions Intend to measure data at the scheduled positions Actually measure data Actually measure data close to close to the scheduled the scheduled positions positions Precise knowledge of the actual measurement Precise knowledge of the actual measurement positions is important for accurate model inversion positions is important for accurate model inversion Statistical Signal Processing for Statistical Signal Processing for Next Next --Generation Sensor Data Generation Sensor Data
Although multi Although multi -axis and axis and gradiometric gradiometric sensors are sensors are being developed, optimal signal processing is yet being developed, optimal signal processing is yet to be developed to be developed
GOALS: GOALS:
Address the processing gap employing a synergistic use Address the processing gap employing a synergistic use of advanced phenomenological modeling and signal of advanced phenomenological modeling and signal processing algorithms processing algorithms Assess the impact of measurement position uncertainty Assess the impact of measurement position uncertainty on discrimination performance and the potential on discrimination performance and the potential benefits of multi benefits of multi--axis sensors to address this problem axis sensors to address this problem 
